Non-invasive respiratory support and preterm infants: The crucial role of nurse management
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Abstract

Premature delivery is often a failure of transition to create an early Functional Residual Capacity (FRC) and therefore preterm infants frequently need a respiratory support. To reduce the occurrence or severity of respiratory distress, neonatologists have to plan an optimal respiratory strategy from the first breath and within the “working-team” the nurses play a crucial role. Since duration of mechanical ventilation via the ET seems related to Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia (BPD), clinicians are increasingly using non invasive respiratory supports (e.g. n-CPAP and Non-Invasive Ventilation-NIV) to try to protect the preterm infant’s lungs. Nurses are essential fundamental in choosing the best fitted devices and interfaces (e.g. hat, prongs), in protecting skin from infections, in taking a continuous care of the neonate to avoid nasal trauma, in maintaining and protecting parental bonding. The success of non-invasive respiratory support improves with staff experience and it is recognized that there is an urgent need for continuous education of nursing staff in preventing failure of non-invasive respiratory support.
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1 Introduction

Premature delivery is often a failure of transition to create an early Functional Residual Capacity (FRC). In fact many very early preterm babies, even if spontaneously breathing at birth, frequently need a respiratory support because of multiple gaps (i.e. poor respiratory diaphragm muscle strength, poor inspiratory pressure, high chest wall compliance, low lung compliance due to surfactant deficiency, neurological impairment and inefficient fluid clearance, etc)\(^1\). To reduce the occurrence or severity of respiratory distress, neonatologists have to plan an optimal respiratory strategy from the first breath and the nurses play a crucial role within the “working-team”.

At birth, in the delivery room, nurses can help physicians in many ways: by preparing the infant warmer with the adequate temperature level or covering the newly-born in plastic wrapping (if very low birth weight -VLBW- infants, <1.5 Kg) to avoid loss of body-temperature that may worsen the respiratory distress; by suctioning the newly born with obvious obstruction to spontaneous breathing or if positive pressure ventilation (PPV) is required; by setting the humidification and blender devices for eventual oxygen supplementation guided by references value of pre-ductal saturation monitored.
Nurses may also help the neonatologist in choosing the appropriate size facial-mask to perform PPV. Nurses and physicians would subsequently act together to achieve an early FRC by applying a continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), or stepwise increments of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP); or using a sustained lung inflation (SLI), followed by CPAP [3, 4]. The T-piece resuscitator should be available in the delivery room and adequately set for the occurrence. Even the preterm baby is able to maintain a normal gas-exchange with a spontaneous breathing or only assisted with a non-invasive support if the fetal-neonatal transition has been completed in the delivery room reaching an early and adequate FRC by a lung recruitment maneuver.

2 Respiratory management in the context of neonatal care

Since prolonged length of mechanical ventilation via the ET seems related to Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia (BPD) [5, 6], clinicians are increasingly using non-invasive respiratory supports to try to protect the preterm infant’s lungs [7, 8]. In the NICU the utilization of non invasive modality as unique respiratory support in the management of RDS has increased in the last years (see Figure 1). Between the numerous non invasive modalities, the widespread used is nasal-CPAP (N-CPAP), introduced by Gregory in 1971 for the treatment of neonatal RDS [9] and initially delivered via an endotracheal tube but subsequently with more efficient interfaces is now widespread used. N-CPAP supports the breathing of preterm infant by splinting the upper airways and therefore reducing obstruction and apnea [10]; moreover N-CPAP reduces thoraco-abdominal asynchrony so maintaining lung volume by stabilization of the chest wall compliance and of the alveoli, which are prone to collapse due to surfactant deficiency in course of RDS [11]. When the physicians decide to support the spontaneously breathing baby by a “continuous distending pressure” from the delivery room, this respiratory support has to be maintained during the transport to the NICU in an incubator with apposite device to deliver CPAP (see Figure 2), in order to preserve the lung volume.

Figure 1. Percentage of preterm infants in exclusive non invasive respiratory support to manage RDS, according to birth weight and different years (n° 913 infants admitted to “V.Buzzi” Children’s Hospital, from 2003 and 2011 year).

Figure 2. Incubator dedicated to the transport from the delivery room to the NICU, with NCPAP and T-Piece devices.

N-CPAP can be delivered by different devices (Bubble-CPAP, ventilator CPAP, and variable flow CPAP), and with numerous interfaces (nasopharyngeal tube, single nasal prong, binasal prongs, masks) [7]. The success of the N-CPAP not
only depends from the underlying disease, but many times from both the infant’s tolerance of interface and from nurse experience. N-CPAP is a valid alternative to mechanical ventilation in the management of respiratory distress of the preterm infants [12-15], but only with the crucial role of nurses in this respiratory approach.

Nurses are essential fundamental in choosing the best fitted devices and interfaces (e.g. hat, prongs): the success of N-CPAP generally improves with staff experience [16, 17] and it is recognized that there is an urgent need for continuous education of nursing staff in preventing N-CPAP failure [18]. The required nursing care of preterm infant in non-invasive support is without any doubt increased and needs a specific organization and careful following of updated guidelines and protocols.

In a tertiary level NICU, the adequate beds ratio per registered nurse is determinant, and it depends on the different time needed by the nurses to take care of infants in ventilator support [19]. It has been demonstrated that babies on N-CPAP in the first days of life (e.g. acute phase of RDS) demand the same attention than those on mechanical ventilation; in conclusion the Authors suggest that one nurse should take care for one mechanically ventilated infant and one and half babies (maximum 2) on N-CPAP [20].

Nurses have to complete the appropriate physical assessment and give continuous care of the neonate to avoid nasal trauma. The first sign of nasal trauma is redness and excoriation of the nostrils and can progress to necrosis of the columella and nasal septum requiring surgery [21, 22]. Sometimes the available devices are too rigid, oversized or too heavy for tiny “premis”, therefore appropriate hats and prongs have to be chosen and adjusted accurately to avoid pressure on the face and on the columella. The skin can be protected with hydrocolloid bands to avoid local infections that may cause dangerous sepsis. Periodic skin massage around the nares, allowing physiological vascularization, and a temporary use of nose mask, may help to prevent skin breakdown. Glamorgan Scale can be used to rate the pressure ulcer risk of pediatric population, even if this assessment scale is not always able to make clear distinctions in a low-risk setting [23, 24].

A systematic check of the prongs position can reduce the risk of lung hyperinflation (till airleak) due to higher level of CPAP from those ordered by the physician. Systematic checks also decrease the risk of lung derecruitment due to prongs dislocation which results in low CPAP levels. Excessive levels of CPAP increases intrathoracic pressure which may depress cardiac output (reduced pre-load due to obstructed venous return; direct effect on myocardial contractility).

NICUs tend to be noisy places and N-CPAP at high flow rates may generate over 100 dB in the post nasal spaces [25] with the potential risk of neurosensory damage in cases of prolonged utilization and of sleeping difficulties for these infants during hospitalization.

N-CPAP does not improve ventilation for all preterm infants and is not efficacious in infants with poor respiratory effort. In these cases the use of a bi-level CPAP or “non-invasive ventilation” (NIV) through nasal devices can be useful in preterm infants both in triggered (N-SIMV/N-SIPPV) and in non- synchronized modality (N-IMV, N-IPPV, N-PSV) [11].

When a nasopharyngeal tube is used to deliver N-CPAP or NIV (the tube is usually inserted 5cm in nasopharynx), nurses have to remove secretions from the lumen to allow gas flow passage. Moreover, delicate suctioning of the nose, mouth and pharynx may be necessary to clean the upper airways from the excessive salivation (scialorrea).

The increased transpulmonary pressure produced by NIV may increase the risk of lung overinflation; therefore the nurses have to strictly monitor these babies (SpO2, heart rate, thoracic asymmetry, transcutaneous pO2 and pCO2) in cooperation with the physician to avoid occurrence of airleak or to perform an immediate pleural drainage if necessary.

Minimal handling, wrapping (see Figure 3), neonatal individualized development care/assessment program, kangaroo care and breast feeding involving mother of the preterm babies, are very important to reduce negative stimulation of the infants in NIV and to reduce the need of pharmacological pain management [8]. It has been demonstrated that iatrogenic pain is a
serious problem (particularly for ELBW infants born < 28 wks)\cite{26} with negative effects on neurological development and with the risk of agitation and of influence on cerebral hemodynamics \cite{27}. For this reason it may be useful to reduce the number of procedures (e.g. manipulation on the CPAP prongs) especially in course of respiratory support and to use simple and effective pain-relief methods such as non-nutritive sucking or glucose solution (e.g. 2ml of 25% glucose solution through a syringe) \cite{28, 29}. However when non-pharmacological intervention is not efficient, the use of opioids (e.g. bolus dose of fentanyl or morphine i.v.) is allowed. Nurses (at least each turn of daily job) have to assess and register pain state of the infants in respiratory support in order to help physicians to prescribe pharmacological pain management. A pacifier will be offered to the infant in NIV, especially all infants needing high pressure levels for lung volume recruitment in the acute phase of RDS. Not only as non-pharmacological management of pain, but also to reduce the leak of the “continuous distending pressure” during CPAP from the mouth. An orogastric tube must be positioned for gastric detention to avoid gastrointestinal distention or perforation.

3 Conclusions

We suggest Each NICU should create nursing care guidelines for neonates receiving NIV. This will reduce the risk of side effects and failure of this respiratory assistance modality. Moreover a continuous educational program of nursing staff for NIV management has to be planned in all the NICUs.
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